You are invited to the CNS EIC Launch Celebration!

Monday, October 4th, 2010
3:00 - 4:00
• EIC Open House and Reception

4:00 - 5:30
• EIC Launch – Jan Nerger & Andrew Warnock
• “Science for Everyone” Keynote Presentation*

(*In collaboration with the Little Shop of Physics and the CSU Chapter of Sigma Xi)

Location:
CNS Education Innovation Center (formerly CSMATE)
Third floor of the Natural & Environmental Sciences Building
1231 East Drive, Main Campus

For a list of other launch events this week see:
www.cns-eic.colostate.edu/events.html

Paul Doherty is a Senior Staff Scientist and Co-Director of the Teacher Institute at the Exploratorium in San Francisco, CA. At the teacher institute, he has been teaching high school teachers how to make science class relevant and interesting for 24 years. He has written over a dozen science books including the Explorabook which has sold over a million copies.